Real-time imaging of the spatial distribution of rf-heating in NMR samples during broadband decoupling.
Continuous radio-frequency (rf) irradiation during decoupling and spin-lock periods in NMR pulse sequences may lead to undesired sample heating. Heat-sensitive samples can suffer damage from the sudden temperature rise which cannot be adequately compensated by the temperature control system. Moreover, as the heating is spatially inhomogeneous, higher temperature increases can arise locally than are indicated by the average increase detected by the temperature controller. In this work we present a technique that allows measurement of a real-time 2D-image of the temperature distribution inside an NMR sample during an experiment involving rf-heating. NMR imaging methods have previously been used to project the temperature distribution inside an NMR sample onto a single spatial axis or to acquire steady-state 2D- temperature distributions. The real-time 2D-temperature profiles obtained with our procedure provide much more detailed data. Our results show, that not only inhomogeneous heating but also inhomogeneous sample cooling contribute to the build-up of temperature gradients across the sample. The technique can be used to visualize rf-heating in order to protect sensitive samples and to experimentally test new coil geometries or to guide probehead design.